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Protection of the elderly and disabled: 

Exposed in EmergenciesExposed in EmergenciesExposed in EmergenciesExposed in Emergencies    

The elderly and people with disabilities face particular threats 
from the world's conflicts and increasing number of natural 
disasters, but they are often not identified as a unique vulner-
able group that requires special protection. When communities 
flee from natural or man-made disasters, many elderly people, 
particularly the housebound, are often left behind without 
support. The NGO Help the Aged which works in the Central 
and East African (CEA) region in partnership with HelpAge 
International, notes for example that “following militia attacks 
in Darfur, older people were particularly vulnerable, not being 
as mobile or strong as younger people fleeing to neighbouring 
Chad. In one province of Darfur, HelpAge International discov-
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►  Protection of civilians in armed conflictProtection of civilians in armed conflictProtection of civilians in armed conflictProtection of civilians in armed conflict————the case of Central the case of Central the case of Central the case of Central 
and East Africa. and East Africa. and East Africa. and East Africa. This issue of Humanitarian Newsmaker – the 
last in 2007 – revolves around the theme of protection of civil-
ians in armed conflict. It takes as a point of departure the 
United Nations Secretary-General’s most recent Report on the 
Protection of Civi lians in Armed Conflict which was presented 
to the UN Securit y Council on 20 November. Ban Ki -moon,  
while acknowledging that there has been some progress in 
recent years towards strengthening the protection of civilians, 
introduced his report with the following statement: 

“In […] conflicts, large numbers of civilians – women, girls, boys 
and men –  suffer unimaginable violations of international hu-
manitarian law and international human rights law. As I state 
in my report now before you, some victims are simply in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. Others are deliberately tar-
geted and subjected to appalling human rights abuses in an 
environment of almost total impunity. Deliberate attacks 
against civilians are often employed as an instrument of war-
fare. That is why the protection of civilians is and must remain 
an absolute priority. For me as Secretary-General. For the 
United Nations. For this Council. And,  above  all, for the Mem-
ber States with whom rests the primary responsibilit y for pro-
tecting civilians”. 

The pre-dominantly internal armed conflicts in the World to-
day, not least in the Central and East African region,  put large 
numbers of civilians at risk. Indeed, the majorit y of those killed, 
injured, uprooted, traumatized and impoverished by armed 
conflict are civilians – not combatants.  

Steps have been taken by the international community to spec-
ify what is considered legitimate targets for lawful warfare and 
what is unlawful harm inflicted on civilians. But a wide gap 
remains between the commitments made and the humanitar-
ian situation for vulnerable groups on the ground in conflict 
zones as the articles in this issue highlight.   
►  Protection of the elderly and disabled   
►  The denial of children’s rights  
►  Protection of displaced 
populations   
►  Gender-based violence   
►  Media professionals in danger  
 

Ban Ki-moon. UN Photo 

ered that older people made up 60 
per cent of the most vulnerable people  
displaced by the crisis”. 

Many choose to stay, fearing a long journey or death in a for-
eign environment.  This leaves them extremely exposed during 
periods of conflict and the break-down of essential social ser-
vices that follows. In the chaos associated with the early 
stages of an emergency, elderly people and the disabled may 
be unable to access food and other life-saving resources, 
travel long distances or endure even relatively short periods 
without shelter. 

In crisis situations, providing the disabled with assistance re-
quires special skills which humanitarian aid workers may not 
possess or may not have time to acquire. Traditional evacua-

UNSG Protection Report: www.un.org/apps/news/infocus/sgspeeches/statments_full.asp?statID=153 
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tion plans, which often rely on at least some ability to walk, 
see, hear or drive a  vehicle,  are not appropriate for many 
people with disabilities.  

Most relief agencies emphasize primary health-care pro-
grammes that target children and women, but tend to over-
look elderly people and the disabled as a special category. 
Emergency food and nutrition programmes are rarely ad-
justed to the needs of the elderly – for example, hard grains 
can be inedible because of dental or other health problems – 
and there may be a tendency to see supplementary food 
programmes for the elderly as a luxury. 

International legislation to address the needs of the aged and 
disabled include the Vienna International Plan of Action on 
Ageing endorsed by the UN General Assembly in 1982 and 
the United Nations Principles for Elderly Persons (Resolution 
46/91).  

The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and 
its Optional Protocol was adopted by the UN General Assem-
bly on 13 December 2006. It aims to ensure  that persons 
with disabilities enjoy human rights on an equal basis with 
others also in conflict situations. As of November 2007, there 
are 118 signatories to the Convention,  67 signatories to the 
Optional Protocol,  seven ratifications of the Convention and 
three ratifications of the Optional Protocol.   

UN Programme on Ageing: www.un.org/esa/socdev/ageing/

vienna_intlplanofaction.html 

General Assembly resolution 46/91, Implementation of the Interna-

tional Plan of Action on Ageing (Annex): www.un.org/documents/

ga/res/46/a46r091.htm 

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities: www.un.org/

esa/socdev/enable/rights/convtexte.htm 

 

 

Gender-based violence: 

A ‘Horrific Feature’ of Modern A ‘Horrific Feature’ of Modern A ‘Horrific Feature’ of Modern A ‘Horrific Feature’ of Modern     

Conflicts that Thrives in ImpunityConflicts that Thrives in ImpunityConflicts that Thrives in ImpunityConflicts that Thrives in Impunity    

The range of gender-based acts of violence in conflict is dev-
astating. Abuses include rape, sexual mutilation, purposeful 
infection with HIV, forced impregnation,  forced abortion, 
female genital mutilation and sexual harassment.  

After returning from conflict-ridden Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC) in September 2007,  Under-Secretary-General 
for Humanitarian Affairs John Holmes reported to the UN 
Security Council  that “brutal sexual violence is a particularly 
horrific feature of the  DRC.” John Holmes added that for 
many victims, reporting a  case and speaking out  means al-
most certain ostracism by their own family and community 
and in any case, the chances of redress in a situation of virtu-
ally total impunity are close to nil. In the first half of 2007, 
conflict in south Kivu in eastern DRC has resulted in 4,500 
reported cases of sexual and gender based violence (SGBV).  

In spite of a tremendous effort to mainstream gender con-
cerns and curb sexual and gender based violence in,  for ex-
ample, refugee camps and conflict situations, gender ine-
qualities persist. In recent conflicts, men, and even boys have 
used rape as a weapon of war. Domestic violence is used as a 
justifiable method to discipline a woman. Forced or early 
marriages, wife inheritance and ostracizing of girls who have 

been raped are often decisions made by men. Unsafe sex is 
widely seen as “how the men prefer to have sex” undermining 
the ability of women and girls to make healthy choices when 
they are unable to decide when to have sex or how to negoti-
ate for safe sex.   

According to the  refugee agency UNHCR men and boys - the 
main perpetrators of sexual violence -  have for a long time 
been left out of the discourse about SGBV. UNHCR addresses 
this by providing training to men and boys in preventing and 
responding to SGBV. In some communities, violent acts are 
embraced as a normal way for a male to assert his manhood. 
These perceptions contribute to violent behaviour and the 
subsequent, gender-based violence and disparity experienced 
mainly by women and girls.  

The most recent inter-
national policy state-
ment on the impact of 
armed conflict on 
women is United Na-
tions Securit y Council 
Resolution 1325 on 
women, peace and 
security  unanimously 
adopted in October 
2000. It addresses the 
disproportionate and 
unique impact of armed 
conflict on women and 
recognizes the under-
valued and under-
utilized contributions 
women make to conflict prevention, peacekeeping, conflict 
resolution and peace-building. It  also stresses the importance 
of women’s equal and full participation in peace and securit y.  

 UN agency UNIFEM is committed to eliminating violence 
against women and gi rls by prevention, protection and advo-
cacy. They consider the greatest collective challenge to be the 
ability to use Resolution 1325 to meaningfully combat sexual 
violence as a method of warfare. Building on the Resolution,  
UN organizations have joined forces in setting up the UN Ac-
tion against Sexual Violence in Conflict campaign to build 
global awareness of the extent and impact of sexual violence 
in present-day conflicts. UN Action also advocates for more 
effective responses from international and regional security 
institutions in conflict situations.  

To collect and analyze information on women to ensure that 
gender is systematically addressed in political and preventive 
actions and post-conflict peace building, UNIFEM has devel-
oped a web portal. The portal is a centralized repository of 
information and provides access to information and analysis 
currently available on the impact of armed conflict on women 
and women’s role in peace-building.  

In addition,  the launch of the UN Internet Campaign to Eradi-
cate Violence against Women came a day after the commemo-
ration of the International Day for the Elimination of Violence 
against Women on 25 November.  At the launch, actress and 
UNIFEM Goodwill Ambassador Nicole Kidman said that “one 
in three women may suffer from abuse and violence in her 
lifetime. This is an appalling human rights violation, yet it  re-
mains one of the invisible and under-recognized pandemics of 

“We need, for instance, to look at 
referring situations of grave incidents 
of rape and other forms of sexual 
violence to the International Criminal  
Court (ICC).  In addition, or as an 
alternative, we may even need to 
look at imposing targeted sanctions 
against States or non-State armed 
groups that flagrantly perpetrate or 
support such crimes.”   

Under Secretary-General for Humani -
tarian Affairs and Emergency Relief 
Coordinator John Holmes to the 
Security Council  on the Protection of 
Civilians in Armed Conflict, 20 No-
vember 2007 
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our time. Despite the pervasiveness of gender-based violence, 
is it not inevitable”.  

Declaration on the Protection of Women and Children in Emergency 

and Armed Conflict: www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/24.htm 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 

Women (CEDAW): www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/text/

econvention.htm 

The 1993 Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women 

(DEVAW):  

www.unhchr.ch/huridocda/huridoca.nsf/%28Symbol%29/

A.RES.48.104.En?Opendocument 

UNIFEM web portal on Women, War and Peace: 

www.womenwarpeace.org/node/2 

UNSC Resolution 1325: www.womenwarpeace.org/Portals/0/

Documents/1325.pdf 

UN Internet campaign, “Say NO to Violence against Women”:  

www.saynotoviolence.org 

 

 

Protection of children in conflict: 

The Denial of Children’s Rights The Denial of Children’s Rights The Denial of Children’s Rights The Denial of Children’s Rights     

The main legal instrument for the protection of children in 
armed conflict is the Optional Protocol to the Convention on 
the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in 
Armed Conflict which entered into force on 12 February 
2002. As of 22 October 2007,  there were 119 States parties to 
the Protocol  including from the CEA region Burundi,  Chad, 
Dem. Rep. of the Congo, Djibouti, Eritrea, Rwanda, Somalia, 
Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda.  

The Protocol  underlines the importance of the  full, safe and 
unhindered access of humanitarian personnel and goods and 
the delivery of humanitarian assistance to all children affected 
by armed conflict. It also sets 18 as the minimum age for direct  
participation in hostilities, and says that using children under 
the age of 15 to participate actively in hostilities is classified as 
a war crime by the Rome Statute of the International  Criminal 
Court. 

In addition, the Protocol “strongly condemns” killing and 
maiming of children, rape and other forms of sexual violence, 
abduction and forced displacement, attacks against schools 
and hospitals as well as trafficking, forced labour and all forms 
of slavery committed against children. 

In the Central and East African region, every single child pro-
tection provision mentioned above is being violated in one or 
more of the ongoing conflicts. This remains a serious concern 
for humanitarian organizations as well as Governments. 

“We see for instance sexual violence against children and 
child re cruitment in the Kivus of eastern Democratic Republic 
of Congo and an unprecedented level of violence that affects 
children in the Karamoja region of Uganda”, says a represen-
tative from UNICEF Regional Office for Eastern and Southern 
Africa. 

Apart from the di rect, physical violence, he also emphasizes 
the issue of access in the various conflicts as a protection con-
cern, both regarding access for humanitarians to the vulner-
able children and for children themselves to basic social ser-
vices such as health care and education. 

“In Mogadishu in Somalia, male children have difficulties mov-
ing around because they – even not  in uniform – are consid-
ered combatants”, says the UNICEF employee giving an exam-
ple of children unable to move freely for instance leaving 
home to go to school. 

Education is a basic human right and may prove essential in 
protecting children from violence, exploitation, and recruit-
ment. Formal education can reduce the  number of children in 
forces and armed groups and human trafficking can be re-
duced when safe learning environments are provided. Non-
formal education can also save and sustain lives by communi -
cating key survival messages on protection against military 
recruitments, sexual and gender based violence,, HIV/AIDS, 
landmine safety, water and sanitation, and the environment.   

Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the 

Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict: http://www.unhchr.ch/

html/menu2/6/protocolchild.htm 

 

 

Scant protection of journalists in the CEA region: 

11 Media Professionals Killed in 200711 Media Professionals Killed in 200711 Media Professionals Killed in 200711 Media Professionals Killed in 2007    

The first Additional Protocol  to the Geneva Conventions of 
1949 states that “Journalists engaged in dangerous profes-
sional missions in areas of armed conflict shall be considered 
as civilians (…) and shall be protected as such”. Embracing this 
view, the United Nations Security Council in a 2006 Resolu-
tion condemned “intentional attacks against journalists, media 
professionals and associated personnel, as such,  in situations 
of armed conflict, and calls upon all parties to put an end to 
such practices.”  

Despite these measures, the nature of work of journalists and 
media professionals reporting from conflict areas exposes 
them to increased levels of violence. The Central and East 
African region (CEA) presents a worrying record of 11 journal-
ists killed, eight of them national media professionals in Soma-
lia, and six imprisoned in 2007,  according to the organization 
Reporters without borders. In many countries, the violence 
thrives in an envi ronment of impunity. 
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A group of boys showing the bird they caught in Boodle village, 
20km from Jowhar, Somalia, September 2007. Food production has 
been dramatically curtailed in the area.  Photo: Manoocher 
Deghati/IRIN  
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Refugees are considered under the 1951 UN Convention on 
the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol together with the 
1969 Organisation of African Unity Convention Governing the 
Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa. No interna-
tional normative framework binding on all states however 
exists for IDPs. Creating the legal basis for the protection of 
IDPs is first and foremost the responsibility of the individual 
States of which the IDPs are citizens. Of the 16 countries in the 
CEA region,  only Uganda has a national IDP policy.  

States however have an obligation to respect, protect and ful-
fill the human rights of their citizens and other persons on 
their territory according to International Human Rights Law. 
The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement issued in 
1998, though not binding, are based upon and reflect the 
protection offered by international human rights, humanitar-
ian, and by analogy,  refugee law.  

Acknowledged internationally as an important framework for 
the protection of IDPs, the 1998 Guidelines are highlighted on 
various occasions. Following heavy flooding that affected 17 
African countries between October and September 2007,  
Commissioner Bahame Tom Nyanduga, Special Rapporteur on 
Refugees and Displaced Persons in Africa, urged governments 
to institutionalize the  Guiding Principles as an important  frame-
work for the provision of humanitarian assistance, especially 
for countries without a policy for responding to natural disas-
ters.  

Meanwhile, in December 2006, 11 African States in the Great 
Lakes region adopted the Pact on Security, Stability and Devel-
opment in the Great Lakes Region which contains a Protocol 
on Protection and Assistance to IDPs. 

This is a significant milestone in the  attempts by regional gov-
ernments to ‘move from mere declaration to binding treaty 
law’ on displaced persons, Professor Walter Kalin, the Repre-
sentative of the UN Secretary General on the Human Rights of 
Internally Displaced Persons, observed in the periodical  Force 
Migration Review. He noted that the Pact would oblige states 
to incorporate the Guiding Principles into their domestic law.  

Similarly, the African Union Convention on the Rights of IDPs 
in Africa, currently being drafted, is another step towards the 
establishment of a consistent framework for policy coordina-
tion regarding IDPs. A Consultative Meeting between the Afri-
can Union Commission and its Development partners held in 
May 2007 endorsed the draft AU IDP Convention as an oppor-

“Besides the physical dangers of war to which every civilian is 
exposed, media professionals become targets because of their 
job and because of the information they want to report on”,  
says Tia Goldenberg, Chairman of the Foreign Correspon-
dents Association in Nairobi. The UN Secretary-General also 
stated in his report on protection of civilians in armed conflict 
that “[fatalities among journalists] result from deliberate tar-
geting by parties to conflict in order to deter or prevent re-
porting, particularly on abuses. In some cases, fatalities result 
from excessive risk-taking, or from being caught at a cross-
fire”, he added.  

Tia Goldenberg stresses that attacks perpetrated against jour-
nalists often go unpunished, especially if the journalists are 
locals. In Somalia alone, the responsible for the death of eight 
media professionals are still unknown and no investigations 
have been carried out and little publ ic attention has been 
paid to the fatal incidences.  

In addition to the deadly violence is the stress and fear jour-
nalists working in conflict areas are confronted with every 
day. International journalists arrive in the theatre of conflict 
when everyone else leaves, usually after struggling to obtain 
government accreditation,  which is necessary to enter most of 
CEA countries. Local journalists stay behind when others flee 
and they all face attempts by authorities or parties to the con-
flict to silence and scare them, and hinder their work. 

“These include stealing their equipment, providing them with 
wrong or insufficient information, imprisonment, and expul -
sion for having reported the ‘wrong things’ or killings” says Tia 
Goldenberg.   

Measures to improve journalists’ safety include hotlines help-
ing journalists who are in trouble in armed conflicts (e.g.  the 
ICRC hotline), trainings before departure to increase prepared-
ness and risk awareness, and insurance for freelancers which 
is the most vulnerable group because they are not backed up 
by a media organisation.  

First additional protocol to the Geneva Conventions: 

www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/93.htm 

UNSCR 1738 (2006) : http://daccess-ods.un.org/access.nsf/Get?

Open&DS=S/RES/1738%20(2006)&Lang=E&Area=UNDOC 

Reporters without borders: www.rsf.org 

 

 

IDPs and refugees in CEA: 

Strengthening the Protection of Strengthening the Protection of Strengthening the Protection of Strengthening the Protection of     

Displaced PopulationsDisplaced PopulationsDisplaced PopulationsDisplaced Populations    

Despite on-going returnee programmes in the Central and 
East African (CEA) region, there were an estimated 13 million 
people internally displaced at the end of June 2007 by domes-
tic conflicts alone, in addition to two million refugees being 
hosted in different countries in the region  

Displaced populations, whether in camps or while on transit, 
remain vulnerable to a series of human rights abuses. Protec-
tion challenges in the region range from poor infrastructure 
and lack of access to poor social services in areas of return, 
increased sexual and gender-based violence, lack of registra-
tion systems to ensure access to land, housing and property 
for instance in Burundi and Rwanda, and slow progress in 
specific legislation by respective States.  

Displaced woman and children at Sheikh Omar camp in Jowhar, So-
malia, September 2007. Photo: Manoocher Deghati/IRIN  
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tunity to reinforce the legal framework for IDPs in Africa. The 
draft, currently under review by legal experts, is expected to be 
presented for adoption by the political organs of respective 
governments in 2008.   

A recent study on Ethiopia by the Internal Displacement Moni-
toring Centre ( IDMC) on the status of displaced people in 
Ethiopia, observes that also the basic principle of State sover-
eignty has limited the international community’s ability to ef-
fectively provide assistance and protection to displaced people 
in several places. The study indicates that relatively little is 
known about the extent and nature of conflict induced inter-
nal displacement for example in Ethiopia, due  to the Govern-
ment’s reluctance to acknowledge the IDPs’ status. Most states 
consider IDP issues as ‘internal affairs’ affecting their citizens 
and any attempt to intervene is usually considered as an inter-
ference with State sovereignty. 

A blatant example of lack of protection of IDPs is the situation 
in Somalia where the IDP populations has reached up to one 
million (November 2007, UNHCR). The IDPs in Somalia, like in 
many other countries of the region, live in extremely harsh 
conditions with continued threats to physical securit y and lack 
of access to basic necessities like food, shelter and medical 
care.  

Displaced people in the CEA region continue to face localized 
insecurity and the risk of being turned back at national bor-
ders. For instance, the Kenya-Somalia border remains closed 
since December 2006 which impedes the right of displaced 
people to seek asylum and safety outside their own country.    

1951 UN Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 

Protocol: www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/o_c_ref.htm  

1969 Organisation of African Unity (OAU) Convention Governing the 

Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa: www.africa-union.org/

Official_documents/Treaties_%20Conventions_%20Protocols/

Refugee_Convention.pdf 

African Commission of Human and Peoples’ Rights: www.achpr.org 

1998 The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement: 

www.unhchr.ch/html/menu2/7/b/principles.htm  

International Conference in the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR) Pact on 

Security, Stability and Development in the Great Lakes Region incl. 

Protocol on the Protection and Assistance to Internally Displaced Per-

sons: www.icglr.org 

Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre: www.internal-

displacement.org 

The Four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their two additional Proto-

cols of 1977: www.genevaconventions.org/ 
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Dec. 3 United Nations Under-Secretary for Humanitar-
ian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator, 
John Holmes, expected to hold press confer-
ence in Panari Hotel in Nairobi  at 19:00 follow-
ing his mission to Ethiopia, Sudan and Somalia. 

Dec. 6  Resumption of the voluntary repatriation of 
Sudanese refugees from Ethiopia 

Dec. 15  Sudan's northern army has until Dec. 15 to 
leave the country's semi-autonomous and oil -
rich south  


